We consider the holographic anyons in the ABJM theory from three different aspects of AdS/CFT correspondence. First, we identify the holographic anyons by using the field equations of supergravity, including the Chern-Simons terms of the probe branes. We find that the composite of Dp-branes wrapped over CP 3 with the worldvolume magnetic fields can be the anyons. Next, we discuss the possible candidates of the dual anyonic operators on the CFT side, and find the agreement of their anyonic phases with the supergravity analysis. Finally, we try to construct the brane profile for the holographic anyons by solving the equations of motion and Killing spinor equations for the embedding profile of the wrapped branes. As a by product, we find a BPS spiky brane for the dual baryons in the ABJM theory.
Introduction
Anyons proposed in [1, 2, 3] are the point particles obeying the fractional statistics, and they exist in 2 + 1 dimensions because the linking number in 2 + 1 dimensions is well-defined. When the positions of two anyons are interchanged, the wavefunction of the system will get a fractional phase. Moreover, these anyonic particles can be described by U(1) Chern-Simons effective field theory [4] . Namely, via the coupling to the Chern-Simons term the electrons are endowed with a fictitious magnetic flux, which will induce Aharonov-Bohm (AB) phase when one is going around another. Since the exchange of two particles is considered as the half-winding, this AB phase is responsible for the fractional statistics. One example of the above construction is the effective field theory of the quasiparticles for the fractional quantum Hall fluids [5] . The generalization to use D-branes/noncommutative Chern-Simons for describing quantum Hall fluids can be seen in [6] , and the related holographic construction was done recently in [7] .
Since the anyon is usually thought of as a quasiparticle in a strongly coupled system, and cannot be seen in the perturbative approach. It is then interesting to see if one can construct anyons from the holographic dual of some strongly coupled systems so that anyons can be realized as D-brane configurations. Motivated by the relation between anyons and the (2 + 1)-dimensional Chern-Simons theory, it seems that the recently constructed AharonyBergman-Jafferis-Maldacena (ABJM) theory [9] is a good starting point for our purpose, since the ABJM theory is given as N = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons-matter theory in 2+1 dimensions and also its gravity dual of type IIA supergravity in AdS 4 ×CP 3 background is known. Naively, the holographic anyon we are seeking for should be quite different from the one in the usual U(1) Chern-Simons effective field theory. The main reason is that the latter is a quasiparticle consisting of electrons and is thus not gauge invariant, and therefore would not be observed in the bulk gravity side into which only the gauge invariant states are mapped. However, as we will see the holographic anyons are indeed not gauge invariant states in the dual field theory, but still can be observed. We can generalize the case with U(1) Chern-Simons to the non-abelian one by introducing the 't Hooft disorder operators. They are defined as the large gauge transformation along a given contour, and also known as 't Hooft loop. If the theory contains no charged matter under the center of the gauge group, the 't Hooft disorder operator is local, that is, any field in the action cannot detect the presence of the 't Hooft operator. However, as shown in [15] , in the presence of the Chern-Simons term the 't Hooft operators can detect each other and thus behave like anyons. In the ABJM case, the 't Hooft operators are attached to the chiral primary operators that are dual to the D0-brane and D4-branes wrapping on a cycle inside CP 3 , and makes these operators gauge invariant. Therefore, such gauge invariant states are by definition local under large gauge transformation, and cannot be the anyons.
A way out is to consider the wrapped D2 and D6-branes over CP 3 . There should be fundamental strings stretching between the branes and the boundary due to the charge conservation on the world volume. They are dual to the baryon vertex [10] in the field theory side, and are similar to the wrapped D5-brane in the case of AdS 5 × S 5 [23] - [26] . Moreover, these baryons are not the gauge invariant states due to the fundamental strings stretching to the boundary. They will therefore pick up a fractional phase under the action of 't Hooft loop. It then implies that we can make anyons in the ABJM theory by considering the bound states of baryons and 't Hooft disorder operators. Indeed, we find that the holographic anyons are what we call the dressed baryons, namely, the bound state of baryons, chiral primaries and 't Hooft disorder operators.
With the above consideration in mind, one can directly look for the holographic anyons by studying the supergravity equations of motion with probe brane sources. Indeed, in [11] Hartnoll has used this approach to construct anyonic strings and membranes in various AdS spaces. The supergravity Chern-Simons terms which couple the background fluxes are responsible for the resultant fractional AB phases when winding one probe brane around the other. In the ABJM theory, we can also construct this kind of anyonic D0-brane and F-string pair, as well as the D4-F1 pair. They are holographic anyons, but their anyonic phases are 1/N suppressed in the 't Hooft limit as in [11] .
The holographic anyons we will construct are made of baryonic spiky branes and magnetic fluxes introduced on their world-volumes. On these baryonic branes we need to attach either k or N fundamental strings to satisfy the charge conservation condition. Since k and N will be of order N quantities, then the anyonic phases gained by the set of strings are no longer suppressed in the large N limit. Moreover, the magnetic fields on the D-brane worldvolume can be thought of as dissolved D-branes, these holographic anyons are in fact bound states of particle-like branes wrapped on the internal CP 3 . Obviously, these holographic anyons should be the anyonic dressed baryons discussed above. We find that these anyons have the anyonic phases proportional to either the 't Hooft coupling or its inverse 1 , which will not be suppressed in the 't Hooft limit. More precisely, from the supergravity analysis we find that the anyonic phase arises either from winding the spiky D2 with k fundamental strings around the D0 (including the dissolved ones on higher wrapped branes), or from winding the spiky D6 with N fundamental strings (with the opposite orientation to the spiky D2's) around the the wrapped D4. Furthermore, we find the agreement of these anyonic phases with the ones from the field theory analysis, where the non-perturbative effect due to 't Hooft loop is involved.
We also explore these particle-like branes and their bound states from the open string picture by solving the worldvolume's equations of motion and the Killing spinor equations for supersymmetric embedding of wrapped D-branes. As a by-product, we find the BPS D2 spiky baryonic-branes in the ABJM theory. In terms of the form of the solution these spiky solutions are quite nontrivial. However, our holographic anyons are not BPS states. We organize the paper as follows. In the next section we will review Hartnoll's idea [11] on constructing the anyonic branes with new examples in the ABJM theory, and also set up the notations. In the section 3 using field equations of supergravity we show that some wrapped branes with magnetic fluxes can be realized as the holographic anyons in the ABJM theory. We find that the phase is essentially given by strings from D2-baryon going around D0-branes, or D6-baryon around wrapped D4-branes. In the section 4 we discuss the field theory interpretation of the holographic anyons found in the previous section. Moreover, we find that the anyonic phases from field theory analysis agree with the ones found in the supergravity side. In the section 5 we solve the equations of motion and the Killing spinor equations for the wrapped D-branes of holographic anyons. We conclude our paper in the section 6. Some minor details, convention setup and useful formulas are put in two Appendices A and B, and the details of our trial for solving BPS D4 and spiky D6 wrapped branes in Appendix C.
Anyonic pair in ABJM
The anyonic branes were first considered by Hartnoll in [11] where he used field equations of supergravity to show that some pair of branes will pick up a fractional AB phase when one brane transverses the other, and thus are anyonic. He considered the examples of F-D strings in AdS 5 × S 5 and membranes in AdS 7 × S 4 based on the nontrivial topology of configuration space in higher dimensions such as
Instead of reciting his examples, we consider an anyonic pair of branes in the ABJM theory, and at the same time set up the notations. As we shall see, the anyonic pair is the D0-brane and F1-string based on the nontrivial topology of configuration space H 1 (R 3 \ R) = Z for D0 going around F1
and H 2 (R 3 \ {0}) = Z for F1 surrounding D0.
We start with the relevant part of the IIA action in the Einstein frame with also the source terms due to the presence of various strings and branes [8] 2 s dA 1 with dA 1 the magnetic fluxes being turned on in the D-brane worldvolume. Hereafter, we will set ℓ s = 1 for simplicity.
From the action, we can derive the field equations for C 3 , B 2 and C 1 as follows:
and
where δ 9−p (x p ) is the Poincaré dual (9 − p)-form to the worldvolume of Dp-brane as defined by Dp C p+1 = C p+1 ∧δ 9−p (x p ) with the second integral over the whole spacetime. Note that we arrive (2.3) by using (2.2) so that the terms like C 1 ∧B 2 δ 5 (x D4 ) and
are canceled out. We will consider the ABJM background [9] as follows (see Appendix B for more detailed expressions.)
where the superscript (0) denotes that they are the background values,ǫ 4 is the volume element of unit AdS 4 , and J is proportional to the Kähler form of CP 3 .
From this, we have * (e
whereǫ 6 is the volume element of unit CP 3 . Moreover, the volume of unit CP 3 is the same as unit 6-sphere's, i.e., vol
. Now, let us consider adding a source D0 particle in the ABJM background and then transversing a probe F1 string around it. From (2.4), at the linear order in the fluctuations we have
2 ) (2.8)
where H 3 , F 2 and Φ are linear perturbations on top of the ABJM background due to the presence of the D0 source. Then, there is an asymptotic anyonic phase picked up by the partition function of the fundamental string probe after transversing around the D0 as follows
where ∂Σ is the worldvolume swept by the probe fundamental string. In the above the second step is justified by assuming the minimal distance r min between F1 and D0 are large enough so that B 2 sourced by D0 is independent of the CP 3 coordinates, i.e., suppressing the higher harmonics. Moreover, in the third step we have used the Stokes' theorem, for its validity we need to close up the swept surface ∂Σ with the D0 being enclosed. However, if the fluctuations F 2 and H 3 are suppressed in the large r limit, we can just fix the IR end point of F1, and move the UV one to sweep out a cone-like surface ∂Σ in the bulk as shown in Fig. 1 . Indeed, as shown in the Appendix A, both F 2 and H 3 are massive and will be suppressed in the large r limit. Moreover, this also implies that the dynamical part of the above phase, i.e., * F 2 , can be neglected if the separation between the source and probe is large enough. Finally, from the fourth line to the fifth line, we have used the fact that since
2 ) is a 9-form schematically written asǫ 4 ∧ f 5 where f 5 is a 5-form inside the CP 3 , and thus it trivially vanishes in the integral.
Similarly, we consider putting a source F1 string in the ABJM background and take a probe D0 particle to transverse it. From (2.3), at linear order in the fluctuations we have
(2.10) 11) where note that the first term in P 1 vanishes trivially. Then, there is an asymptotic anyonic phase picked up by the probe D0 for its transverse motion around F1 as follows
The world sheet of fundamental string surrounding D0-brane.
where we have used again the fact that P 1 vanishes trivially inside the integral due to its form structure. From the third line to the fourth line, we have setF 4 = 0 2 . This is allowed since from the equations of motion (2.2) and (2.4) we have 0 =d * (e
and these can be solved byF 4 = 0, Φ = 0 and H = 0. Finally, in the last line the dynamical part associated with the integral * H 3 can be neglected as before. The phase we have obtained here is proportional to 1/N and then will vanish in the large N limit. In the next section, we will introduce spiky D-branes that have a straightforward interpretation as baryons, which also allow us to consider the dual field theory counterpart. As we will see, the anyonic phase for the dressed baryon will be proportional to 1/λ which will not be suppressed in the large N limit.
Moreover, by considering the field equations for D4 source, we find that F1 and D4 form the anyonic pair with the anyon phase proportional to 1/k, which is suppressed in the large 2 We do not have any dynamical reason to drop this term, however, the phase obtained here should be the same as the one in (2.9) because of their symmetrical situations. Then we simply assumeF 4 = 0 which is consistent with the equations of motion. k limit. The detailed analysis is similar to what will be done in arriving (3.9), thus we will omit it here.
In summary: The above anyonic pair is similar to the ones considered in [11] for the IIB and M-theory cases. However, in all these cases the anyoic phase goes to zero in the large N or k limit, hence it plays no role in the holographic consideration when the large N or k limit is taken. In the next section we will consider the case with nontrivial anyonic phase even when the large N or k limit is taken but k/N is fixed. Especially they can be understood as the anyonic particles on the boundary dual Chern-Simons theory.
Holographic anyons in ABJM
Based on the similar supergravity approach, we now show that a slight generalization of the particle-like branes proposed in [9] are in fact the holographic anyons with the anyonic phases surviving even in the large N and k limit. Since we want these holographic anyons to be particle-like on the AdS boundary, so it should be the particle-like branes as discussed in [9] . We will see that there is an extra ingredient to have nontrivial anyonic phase, which is to introduce dressed baryonic branes.
These holographic anyons are constructed as following. Wrapping n 6 D6-branes over CP 3 , n 4 D4-branes on a CP 2 (or CP 1 × CP 1 ) cycle of CP 3 and n 2 D2-brane on a CP 1 cycle of CP 3 . These D-branes look as particles in the AdS 4 located at some radial distance, which can be combined with n 0 D0-branes to form a composite particle. Besides, we will also turn on the magnetic fluxes denoted by dA 1 on the worldvolumes of D6, D4 and D2 wrapping over the cycles on CP 3 such that
where m i 's are integers, and can be understood as relating to the number of dissolved D0 branes 3 and the associated linking numbers. Note that though we have used the same A 1 for all the cases, they are all different gauge fields on different branes. Moreover, as pointed out in [9] , the D6-brane worldvolume Wess-Zumino(WZ) coupling
D6
A 1 ∧ * F 4 implies that there are n 6 N fundamental strings ending on it. Or, the D6-brane 3 From the Chern-Simons terms of probe D6 and D4, the magnetic fields can also induce D4 (on probe D6) and D2 (on probe D6 and D4) charges. However, unlike the induced D0's, these charges will not contribute to the anyonic phases considered here.
has a spiky shape, similar to the D5 baryonic branes considered in [20, 22, 23, 24] . Similarly, the WZ coupling D2 A 1 ∧ F 2 on D2-brane worldvolume implies that there are n 2 k F-strings ending on it. However, the orientations of the above two kind of F-strings are opposite so that the net number of fundamental strings is n 6 N − n 2 k. These fundamental strings will stretch like a spike from the wrapped branes and end on the AdS 4 boundary, which looks as a composite particle on the boundary, namely, the baryon 4 . Since these baryons would be dressed by the chiral operators dual to the induced D0-and D4-brane charges, we will call them the dressed baryons. We will show that these dressed baryons are in fact anyons. If we turn on such a spiky particle-like brane as a source in the ABJM background, then from (2.4), to the linear order we have
where H 3 , F 2 and Φ are linear perturbations on top of the ABJM background due to the presence of the particle-like brane source. Then, the asymptotic anyonic phase picked up by winding the F1 around the particle-like brane is
2 ) part vanishes trivially in the integral. The second term in (3.4) can be neglected as usual due to the massive nature of F 2 . Note also that the IR end point is fixed when we sweep the F-string, and the swept surface is closed up at IR end. Now we consider two spiky particle-like branes with quantum number (n i , m i , r) and (n respectively. Consider that r ′ ≫ r. Once we exchange these two baryons on the boundary, it will induce an equivalent anyonic phase by the following two viewpoints. 4 As for baryonic D5-branes, the spiky brane configuration is BPS but the one with fundamental strings ending on the brane is not. 5 (2.2) and (2.3) would give the contributions to the anyonic phase from D2 and fundamental string charges respectively, but it turns out that they will not have any effect on fundamental string going around the particle-like branes. It would be because these wrapping branes do not carry the net charges, only multipoles, and then their effects are neglected in our approximation.
The first is that the (n i , m i , r) particle is enclosed by the swept F-strings attached to the (n
where λ = N/k is the 't Hooft coupling, which is fixed in the ABJM theory when taking large N and k limit and N 0 = n 0 + n 2 m 2 + n 4 m 4 + n 6 m 6 is the total D0 brane charge carried by (n i , m i , r) particle-like brane. The second is that the (n i , m i , r) particle is moving around the F1 strings attached to the (n
Note that we regard r ′ as virtually infinity, since otherwise the surface Σ spanned by the orbit of D0 is not well defined. Now the linearized equations of motion leads
where P 1 is given in (2.11). In this expression only the first term will contribute to the phase as
In this result, the minus sign of the phase corresponds to the fact that now the particlelike branes go around the F-strings in the opposite direction. Note that this anyonic phase survives in the large N limit and is coupling dependent. Moreover the phase is basically given by winding the F-strings of the spiky wrapped D2-brane around the D0-branes, which includes the ones induced (or dissolved) on higher dimensional branes' world-volumes. Now we move to the anyonic phase regarding D4-brane source. To see this type of holographic anyons, we can inspect the field equation of the 6-form flux, and at linearized level it is
which can be obtained as the Bianchi identity of 2-form field strength [12] . With this, we now consider the winding of a F1 around a wrapped D4 over a 4-cycle inside CP 3 .
We have the 2-form J = dω which is proportional to the Käler form of CP 3 . We here consider D4-brane wrapping on a four cycle which is dual to the 4-form J ∧ J. Since J ∧ J ∧ J = −48ǫ 6 , the Poincaré dual inside CP 3 to the world volume of D4 is given by
Thus, the associated AB phase is
In the last line, the same argument goes as before, and the integral for * F 6 can be dropped when the distance between the F1 and the D4 source are far enough. Therefore, the anyonic phase of the dressed baryons being made of D2-D4-D6 bound states is
Note that only D6's fundamental strings contribute to the phase nontrivially, and the AB phase of D4-D6 holographic anyons is proportional to the 't Hooft coupling, not its inverse like the D0-D2 case. For more generic case with fractional branes or fractional fluxes wrapping on the cycles of CP 3 such as the ones considered in [10] , we may obtain more varieties of anyonic phases.
In summary: From linearized supergravity analysis, we show that the dressed baryons, which are either D0-D2 or D4-D6 bound states, are the candidates of the anyons for the dual Chern-Simons theory on the boundary. Moreover, the fractional phases are proportional to either the 't Hooft coupling (for D4-D6) or its inverse (for D0-D2) so that they could persist even in the large N and k limit. This is in contrast to the anyonic pairs considered in the previous section.
Up to this point, two remarks are in order:
D-brane solutions for the holographic anyons
In the above, we have only shown that there are possible holographic anyon candidates as the spiky magnetic wrapped branes, however, we still need to solve these configurations from the field equations for the probe wrapped branes. Also, we also like to know if these holographic anyons are BPS objects or not. We will consider these issues in Section 5.
Dressed baryons as anyons in AdS
One may wonder if we can construct the similar anyonic baryon dressed by the dissolved D-strings in AdS 5 × S 5 case. The answer is no. This can be easily seen from the following relevant field equation
in which the source D5-brane is wrapping the S 5 with N fundamental strings stretching out to the AdS 5 boundary. Note that the Poincaré dual 4-form δ 4 (x D5 ) locates the D5-branes at a point inside the spatial part of AdS 5 , i.e., it is proportional to the spatial part of the volume form of AdS 5 . From (3.11) we will obtain the induced anyonic phase for the probe fundamental string is
However, the above integral is zero because δ 4 (x D5 ) is proportional to the spatial part of the volume form of AdS 5 and dA 1 ∧ dA 1 is a 4-form inside the S 5 part, and then they are trivial in the above integral. Adding other branes wrapping the cycles on S 5 will not change the result. Therefore, there is no analog for anyonic QCD dressed baryon as in the ABJM theory.
Dual operators for holographic anyons
In 2+1 dimensions, the anyons can be realized by attaching the magnetic fluxes to the electrically charged particles. This can be simply realized via a Chern-Simons theory as a low energy effective theory of strongly coupled Landau fermions, and its brane construction has been considered in [7] by using a D4-brane wrapping on CP 1 of CP 3 to realize the edge states of the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect (FQHE). There, the anyon is identified as the fundamental string attached to the edge. However, this is not the anyon considered here. In our case, the anyons are holographically realized as the magnetized particle-like branes in the original AdS 4 × CP 3 background, and shall be realized as the dressed baryons in the dual Chern-Simons-Matter theory. We recall the discussions on the particle-like branes in the original ABJM paper [9] , see also [16] . The key point is to identify the RR symmetry as the global baryon number symmetry in the dual Chern-Simons-Matter theory, namely, the symmetry currents are dual to each other,
where n 0 and n 4 are the charges of D0 and wrapped D4-branes as defined before. So, the n 0 D0-branes will be schematically dual to the chiral operators C kn 0 where C I is bosonic bi-fundamental matter fields in the 4 representation of the SU(4) R , and the n 4 D4-branes will be dual to di-baryon operator [det(C)] n 4 . On the other hand, the wrapped D2 and D6-branes need to be attached with k or N fundamental strings whose other ends are on the boundary, and they could thus be dual to the baryons on the field theory side. According to the supergravity analysis, one should dress the dual of the baryons by the magnetic flux to have the nontrivial anyonic phase, and the magnetic fluxes should be the dissolved D0 branes. These dressed baryons are the bound state of baryonic spiky branes and particle-like branes in the supergravity side, and then they should correspond to the bound states of the baryons and the chiral operators such as C kn 0 and [det(C)] needs to make them gauge invariant by attaching the appropriate 't Hooft disorder operator, which can also be defined by the large gauge transformation generated by the center of the gauge group along a given contour C, known as the 't Hooft loop [13, 14, 15] . More explicitly, the C does (e 2πi/k , e 2πi/k ), and therefore for the bifundamental matters in the ABJM theory these phases cancel out 8 . On the other hand, the 't Hooft disorder operators may detect each other while winding around, and could be anyons. Indeed, Itzhaki [15] has shown that in U(N) k Chern-Simons theory without charged matters the 't Hooft operators are equivalent to the Wilson lines in Sym(N k ) representation 9 , and moreover, they are anyons. This is because exchanging two 't Hooft operators is 7 We should comment on one subtlety here. W 4 is equivalent to a monopole with a fractional U (1)b charge. In order for this monopole monopole with a fractional charge to be allowed, we need to identify the diagonal U (1) to be the center, and then the gauge group is essentially to be [U (N ) × U (N )]/U (1)b. This change would cause a problem in identifying the moduli space of ABJM theory. However, in the path-integral we can only include monopoles that are compatible with fields in the fundamental representations of each U (N ), and it does not lead to any significant difference from the original setup. So we here simply say that we have det(C) operator with original ABJM setup. See [16] for details. 8 To be more precise, there is still difficulty in invisibility of T 0 and then locality of C k in non-Abelian theory. To define a good local C k operator, we would need to employ the state-operator correspondence of CFT [17] , and the exact definition of our anyon operator in this manner will be left to a future work. 9 The equivalence does not hold if there are charged matters in the theory, like the ABJM theory.
related to an Wilson line in Sym(N k ) representation under the large gauge transformation generated by the 't Hooft loop, and such a large gauge transformation will yield a fractional AB phase, i.e., πk/N. However, in the ABJM theory it is not clear what is the gravity dual of the single 't Hooft operator, otherwise it could be the holographic anyon. Instead the chiral primary-'t Hooft disorder operator bound states dual to wrapped D0 and D4-branes are gauge invariant configurations, and therefore are also invariant under the large gauge transformation generated by the 't Hooft loop. That is, these bound states cannot be anyons. This seemingly negative result in search for the dual of holographic anyons, but, is consistent with the supergravity analysis eq.(3.5) which says that the fractional phase is absent if there is D2 nor D6 charge in the bound state. All the above suggests that one needs to turn on either D2 or D6 charges to have holographic anyons, that is, we need to consider baryon operators or the dressed ones.
Now we turn to consider the possible candidates for the field theory dual of D2-brane wrapping on CP 1 ⊂ CP 3 or D6 brane on the whole CP 3 . This is dual to a baryon vertex in the field theory side, which binds either k fundamental fields Q's or N anti-fundamental fields 10 Q † 's to make a bound state. In the IIB brane construction of the ABJM theory, we may think that the new fundamental field Q can be realized by the open string between the probe D3 or D7 branes and the background D3-branes which are separated by the NS5-branes into two parts, corresponding to the first and second U(N), respectively. As suggested in ABJM [9] , one may also consider these Q fields as the ends of Wilson lines that are dual to the fundamental strings in the bulk. The end points indeed transform as the fundamental representation and would not carry the charge of the global U(1) b . So we here assume that Q are not charged under U(1) b , which is also consistent with the supergravity analysis. Introducing D2-brane amounts to introducing baryonic bound state of k Q-fields 11 , denoted by Q k . Naively, it seems that we need to introduce the attached 't Hooft disorder operator as before to make such baryon gauge invariant. However, this is not true because the dual D2-brane has F-strings stretching to the boundary, and it is no longer just a closed string state. Since Q is in the fundamental representation of the first U(N) only, ChernSimons action may provide magnetic fluxes attached to it, and make it anyonic. Or we may adopt the Wilson line interpretation of Q, and in this case it also will have non trivial effect when two of them are exchanged. However, due to the existence of the other charged matters, this analysis is not easy to carry out. So here we concentrate on the part of the anyonic 10 It is anti-fundamental for D6 string since the orientations of the fundamental strings for D2 and D6 are opposite. 11 Adopting the identification of Q fields with D3-D3 (orQ with D7-D3 string), one may specify the statistics of the ground states for the open string by counting the number of Neumann-Dirichlet boundary conditions, as in [23] . It suggests that the ground state would be bosonic for 3-3 string and fermionic for 3-7 string. We however do not pursue this issue in this paper.
phase we can calculate unambiguously. This treatment is also in line with the analysis in the supergravity side, where only D2-D0 brane pair essentially contributes to the anyonic phase to the leading order. We then consider the baryon Q k dressed by the bound state of C k and T 0 . Since Q k is not invariant under the action of 't Hooft loop, when Q k goes around T 0 , it gets the gauge transformation (see Figure 2 )
while if it goes around W 4 , it will be
So D2-brane baryon detects the existence of T 0 but not W 4 . This implies that Q k -C k -T 0 bound states are the holographic anyons with the fractional phase equal to n 2 multiples of 2πk/N, this is in agreement with (3.5). Similarly, D6-brane baryon is a bound state of N Q † 's, denoted by (Q † ) N , which would be a singlet of SU(N). Now the situation is totally opposite to the D2-brane baryon: it acquires e 2πiN/k phase factor from W 4 but the trivial one from T 0 , i.e., it detects W 4 but not T 0 . We need to dress it by the det(C)-W 4 bound state to make anyon. Therefore, the (Q † ) N -det(C)-W 4 bound states are the holographic anyons with the fractional phase equal to n 6 multiples of 2πN/k phase. Again, this fractional phase is captured by (3.10). In summary: we assume the strings from the spiky D2 or D6 branes form the baryons, and by dressing them with the gauge invariant chiral primaries dual to the D0 or wrapped D4-branes, we can obtain the holographic anyons, with the fractional phases in agreement with the supergravity analysis.
Moreover, due to the non-trivial dressing, these holographic anyons may have less supersymmetry than the chiral primaries, and even are not BPS states 12 . Since it is not clear how to check the BPS condition for such a composite operators, we will instead check it from their open string duals in the next section.
Constructing the holographic anyons
In this section, we describe supersymmetric D0-and D2-brane configurations in the ABJM background. The anyonic pair in the supergravity side can be constructed by these BPS configurations, though the bound states may break supersymmetry. The Killing spinors in the ABJM background is summarized in the Appendix B. For our purpose in this section, it is more convenient to work in the Poincaré coordinate for AdS 4 . Despite that, the Killing spinors given in (B.9)-(B.12) are still too complicated to be used to solve the kappa symmetry condition (B.17)-(B.19) for the BPS embedding of the D-branes. We have also tried to find BPS configurations of D4-and D6-branes, but have not made it. The setup and ansatz used there are also summarized in the Appendix C.
D0-brane
We start with considering D0-branes in the ABJM background and find the BPS configurations. In the ABJM paper, the chiral operators schematically represented as C k are identified with D0 brane in AdS 4 × CP 3 background. These operators are in Sym k (4) representation of SU(4) R . In the gravity side, this SU(4) R corresponds to the isometry of CP 3 and then BPS configuration would carry nontrivial angular momenta in CP 3 . We then consider D0 brane configurations rotating inside CP 3 . The Cartan subalgebras of SU(4) R correspond to the shifts in χ, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 coordinates and we thus turn on the angular momenta along these coordinates.
One-angular momentum case First we consider a general configuration, where the D0 brane coordinates are given by x = y = 0, θ 1 , θ 2 , α are all constant and ϕ 1 (t), ϕ 2 (t), χ(t) and r(t) with the static gauge τ = t. Then the action is given by
where
2)
Q k corresponds to a flux of only one gauge group, Q k is charged under only one gauge group, as stated in the text. So it would sit in an angular momentum state and therefore there will not be any BPS configuration of this kind of operator and usual chiral operators.
Obviously, constantχ,φ 1 andφ 2 configuration solves the equation of motion and we will assume this. The κ symmetry projector is given by 6) and the BPS condition is that Γǫ =ǫ ,
is solved by a constant spinor ǫ 0 . We first take r(t) = r 0 . Inspired by the supersymmetry condition preserved by M2-branes generating this background, we may impose a projection condition,γ
the Killing spinor is a bit simplified by Mǫ 0 = ǫ 0 . After then we can take r 0 → 0 and then now D0 brane is sitting at the center of AdS 4 .
Here we concentrate on the simplest case where only one of A, B or C is non-zero. All the cases go in parallel and then we consider B = C = 0, that is,φ 1 =φ 2 = 0 case. In this case the BPS condition is simplified to be
When θ 1 = θ 2 = 0, Γ 5 Γ 11 commutes with K and then we need to solve
By commuting Γ 5 Γ 11 with L, we finally arrive at
We then impose the further projection conditions 12) to solve the BPS condition. Let us count the number of the supersymmetry preserved by this D0-brane. Together with the previous projection condition and (B.15), we have imposed the conditionsγ
So this configuration is a 1/6 BPS configuration.
D2-branes
Since the wrapped D2-branes carry RR 2-form charges which should be canceled by the fundamental strings extending to the infinity. Similar story happened before for the wrapped D5-brane as the dual baryons proposed in [23] . Soon it was realized that the whole configuration can be realized as a spiky branes [24, 25] in AdS space, quite similar to its flat space counterpart considered in [21, 22] . Moreover, this configuration is BPS, in contrast to the non-BPS one considered in [26] by simply attached the fundamental strings to the wrapped branes. Following the same reasoning, it suggests that D2-brane wrapping on CP 1 with k-strings attached and D6-brane wrapping on the whole CP 3 with N-strings attached will be BPS when we replace the bunch of strings with a "spike" solutions on the DBI action [20] . We now construct the BPS spiky D2-branes here. However, we also find that the spiky D2 with magnetic flux satisfying (3.3) does not solve the equations of motion. Thus, we cannot have holographic anyon only from the spiky D2, instead we need to use the bound states such as the ones of spiky D2 and D4 with magnetic flux satisfying (3.2). Though this kind of holographic anyons could be unstable.
Ansatz Suppose the D2-brane is wrapping on CP 1 given by α = 0 slice of the CP 3 and has a spike sourced by k-unit of the electric charge. The CP 1 is parameterized as 14) and because of the factor 4 in (B.1), now AdS 4 and CP 1 has the same radius. We take the static gauge τ = t , 15) and the brane configuration is assumed to be given by r(θ 1 ). We also turn on fluxes on the D2-brane, to be generic we have both electric and magnetic fluxes
The DBI part of the action is 18) where B = B/R 2 etc. This D2-brane also coupled to the background RR 2-form flux,
Thus the equations of motions are
κ-symmetry Projector For this D2-brane configuration, κ-symmetry projector becomes
Now the BPS equation reads
where we have already assumedγΓ 3 ǫ 0 = ǫ 0 . First consider
where we have used α = θ 2 = 0.
We here assume the following projection conditions on the constant spinor ǫ 0 ,
where u and v are ±1. The reason is the following. The first condition is the SUSY condition for the background N M2-branes (or N D2-branes) in the flat spacetime, and we have already imposed this condition for t-independence. The next condition is a (local) BPS condition for D2-branes wrapping on CP 1 whose tangent space is given by 6, 7 directions. The last one is the BPS condition for the fundamental string stretching along the r-direction. With this ansatz, it is easy to see that (γΓ 6 −Γ 7 Γ 11 ) ǫ 0 part. Note that this factor commutes with L now.
Under the projection condition, it becomes
So we assume u = v and then can take L = 1. Further employing the projection conditions, the BPS equation becomes
Since Γ 6 Γ 11 , Γ 7 Γ 11 and Γ 0 Γ 11 are not commuting with the projection conditions, we need to set all the coefficients to be zero, that is, E 2 = B = 0 and
The rest condition is 
which can easily be integrated and the solution is given by
Here, one of the integration constant C 2 will be set to one in the following by the plausible flux distribution, and the other C 1 is the free moduli parameter for the radial position of the wrapped D2. Even though there is no BPS solution for B = 0 case, one may wonder if there is non-BPS solution for it. However, it turns out that there is no spike solution of equations of motion for E 2 = 0 but B = 0 satisfying (3.3), i.e., B = Note that by giving up on having a spike we can obtain a solution to the equations of motion with a magnetic field. To see this, first notice that we need to introduce k charges corresponding to the attached fundamental strings, as kδ 2 (x) term in the Wess-Zumino term.
Having this term allows us to set A 0 = const. consistently and then we have E = 0. Then together with r = const., one finds that B ∝ cos θ 1 solves the equations of motion.
Distribution of the electric flux In order to see Gauss law part of the equation of motion, it is useful to rewrite the action using explicitly A τ . We first consider the case with E 2 = 0, B = 0 and
37)
is the conjugate momentum. This corresponds to Gauss law ∇ · E = ρ part of the Maxwell equations and the integration of Π defines a conserved quantity and then integration of the right hand side over the spatial volume (now CP 1 ) should give the total charge.
We here take the BPS spike solution,
and we obtain
First we see the profile of the solution. For θ 1 goes to π, both of r(θ 1 ) and A t get divergent and then we conclude that the point charge is located at θ 1 = π. Next for small θ 1 , both of r(θ 1 ) and A t behave as θ
. Therefore for the solution to be smooth on the other side of the spike, C 2 ≥ 1. Finally, by integrating Π over CP 1 we find
This charge has to cancel the k units of charge induced by the background, and therefore we get C 2 = 1. Thus the correct BPS solution with a plausible profile is given by
where r 0 = C 1 /2 denote the position of the end of the spike at θ = 0, i.e., the radial position of the wrapped D2-brane. We then conclude that each D0-brane having an angular momentum and D2-brane with a spike is a BPS configuration. It however turned out that, within our ansatz, the preserved supersymmetry by D0 and D2 branes are not compatible. Furthermore there does not exist BPS spike D2-branes with magnetic fluxes. These facts imply that our dressed baryons, D0-D2 bound states, are not BPS.
Conclusion and Discussions
In this paper, we have constructed the holographic anyons in the ABJM theory from the gravity, CFT and open string sides via AdS/CFT correspondence. The construction is more subtle than naively expected in all three aspects because it is the nontrivial generalization of the usual anyon constructed in the U(1) Chern-Simons effective theory. In U(1) case we attach the magnetic flux to the electron to make it anyon via the Chern-Simons coupling. Similarly, here we attach the nonabelian 't Hooft operator to the baryon to make it anyonic.
We find two types of holographic anyons as the dressed baryons. One is the D0-D2 bound states, and the other is the D4-D6 ones. The anyonic phases from gravity and CFT sides agree. For D4-D6, the anyonic phase is proportional to the 't Hooft coupling, and for D0-D2 its inverse. Interestingly, these two pairs are not related by the usual Hodge duality in ten dimensions, since it relates C 1 to C 7 and C 3 to C 5 but in the relation above the roles of D0 brane and D4 brane are exchanged. It has been suggested that this relation can be understood as a kind of geometric duality inside CP 3 [16] . Moreover, by combing with the level rank duality we can transform one anyonic phase to the other one, i.e., N ←→ k , n 0 ←→ n 4 , n 2 ←→ n 6 , (6.1) and the anyonic phases are then switched as
In the above, n p is the number of wrapped Dp-brane baryons in the anyon bound states. It is interesting to see if the combination of D0-D4 duality and level-rank duality is related to the particle-vortex duality in the quantum Hall system [27] . If this is the case, then D0-D2 and D4-D6 can be understood as the particle-vortex dual pair of CFT's collective modes.
We also like to comment more on the agreement of the anyonic phases from gravity and CFT sides since it suggests that the anyonic phases do not run with the coupling constant. This seemingly topological feature should be due to the neglect of the interactions between the BPS Dp-branes if they are far enough from each other. Especially, in the supergravity side, if the distance between two branes (or strings and a brane) is not far enough, we may not be able to neglect the dynamical part of the phase, and as the separation distance goes to zero, the phase will disappear. This behavior might correspond to the fact in the field theory side that the 't Hooft loops, or Wilson loops, become unstable once we introduce the fields which are not invariant under the center of the gauge group [13] . Therefore, the holographic anyonic phase is a long-range property of these pairs.
As a by product, we also examine the Killing spinor equation for the embedding branes wrapped over CP 3 . Though we have found the nontrivial BPS spiky wrapped D2-brane configuration, surprisingly some expected BPS solution for the chiral primary such as wrapped D4 brane and spiky D6 brane are not found by the simple ansatz based on symmetry argument. Despite that, we have put down the details of our unsuccessful trials and hopefully this will help for the further studies. We also note that though each of D0 brane and D2-brane with a spike is BPS, their bound state is not due to unmatching of the supersymmetries they preserve. It thus suggest that our dressed baryons are not protected from quantum corrections and it would appear very differently in either weak and strong coupling regimes. As noticed above, though, the anyonic phase (more precisely AB phase) between D0 and D2 are stable when the distance between them are far enough. It is then also interesting to investigate whether there exist BPS dressed baryon states in ABJM background. We hope our results will inspire more studies on the connection between string theory and other branches of physics via AdS/CFT correspondence. It is also interesting to see if one can find the holographic anyons in the other holographic duals, and moreover, consider the dynamical consequences of these anyons, such as the implementation of topological quantum computing.
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A Massive fluctuations
We will show that F 2 and H 3 are massive fields in the AdS bulk. This can seen most easily from the relevant field equations:
From the above, we will obtain
Obviously, it is a massive field, so is F 2 .
B Killing spinors and supersymmetric embeddings
The ABJM geometry in the string frame metric (ℓ s = 1) is 
Note that Mǫ 0 = ǫ 0 (B.14)
And the dilatino condition gives projection condition for the constant spinor
Moreover, these four Gamma matrices commute with each other and have their squares to be −1 so we can choosê
where s i ∈ ±1 and satisfy i s i = 0 so that the background is found to preserve N = 6 supersymmetry. We can choose another matrix commuting with all of the above asγΓ 3 = Γ 012 . We may write the eigenvalue of this as is 5 and then the 32 component spinor is specified by the set of the eigenvalues (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 ).
The projector The κ-symmetry projector for a Dp-brane with world-volume gauge field strength F 2 in a Lorentzian background is given in [18, 19] as 19) where i 1 , · · · are the world-volume indices, γ i = ∂ i X µ γ µ is the pull-back of the curved-space gamma matrices γ µ onto the world-volume, and γ µ = e a µ Γ a . By using this projector, the BPS condition for the embedding is given by Γǫ = ǫ .
(B.20)
C Some trial for BPS D4 and spiky D6 brane configurations Apart from the D0 and D2-brane cases, we have also tried to solve the BPS conditions for D4 and D6-brane cases. Though we have not found BPS configurations, we here note our setup and ansatz for future reference.
C.0.1 D4-branes
We consider a D4-brane wrapping on CP 2 . In the original background given by R 1,2 ×C 4 /Z k , the would-be-CP 2 can be regarded as a flat three plane through the origin of C 4 . We then take z 4 = 0, which leads CP 2 : θ 2 = 0 , ϕ 2 = 0.
The configuration we consider is
with F αχ and F θ 1 ϕ 1 turned on. Thus the DBI action is
Since we have not turned on any electric fields on D4-brane, the Wess-Zumino term does not exist. The equations of motion of B 1 and B 2 are reduced to and β i = ±1 and the dilatino condition (B.15) requires that β 1 + β 2 + β 3 = −1. Then we find that
Lǫ 0 =e (β 3 ξ 1 +β 1 β 3 ξ 2 +β 2 β 3 ξ 3 +ξ 4 )Γ 89 ǫ 0 , (C. 8) and since Γ 89 commutes with both of M and Γ, in (C.6) the L part trivially cancel on the both hands sides. We then need to commute Γ with K to solve the BPS condition. After some algebra, we arrive at We have Γ 07 term whose coefficient does not include B's. For BPS solutions to exist, this Γ 07 should be projected to be either 1 or one of the other gamma matrices. However, any of this choice will not be compatible with the projection conditions we have already imposed and then will break all the supersymmetry. We thus see that there is no BPS solution. We have also checked the other two cases, (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ) = (+, −, −) and (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ) = (−, −, +), and have arrived at the same structure and not found any BPS configuration based on this ansatz.
By setting θ 1 = θ 2 := θ and ϕ 1 = ϕ 2 := ϕ, the CP 3 is reduced to CP 1 × CP 1 of the equal radius, we then wrap D4-brane on it. We may turn on two independent magnetic fields F αχ and F θϕ and then the action is (Wess-Zumino part again vanishes)
=T D 4R 5 k 2R dαdχdθdϕ r sin α sin θ √ H , (C.11) where C 1 = C 1 (θ), C 2 = C 2 (α) are arbitrary functions. The Γ projector is then given by We will imposeγΓ 3 ǫ 0 = ǫ 0 condition as before. We need to impose further conditions for simplicity. The simplest projection condition here is to choosê Since the coefficient of Γ 68 Γ 11 term does not involve B 1 nor B 2 , this needs to be projected to either constant or another gamma matrix structure. However, it will not be compatible with the projection conditions above, and then we conclude that there is no BPS solution with these conditions. In summary: We cannot find the BPS configuration for D4 branes wrapping on CP 2 or CP 1 × CP 1 with magnetic fields turned on.
C.0.3 D6-brane
We now consider a D6-brane wrapping on the whole CP 3 and having a spike. The ansatz we take is t x y
